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1. IN~~DUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations 
u’=f(u), ’ d =z (1) 
where U,JE W, which for suitable f represents a model for n interacting 
populations which are spatially homogeneous. The system (1) is called per- 
sistent if 
liminfu,(t)>O, (2) t-+m 
whenever 
ui(“) > O, (3) 
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for every i= l,..., n; i.e., if none of the populations will disappear in time if 
all are initially present. 
A wealth of literature exists on persistence in ordinary differential 
equations models (see, e.g., [4] for many references). Our work was 
motivated by the papers [4, 53, where beautiful geometric arguments are 
used to deduce persistence in certain three-dimensional systems. We posed 
the question whether similar systems will still be persistent once pop- 
ulations are no longer spatially homogeneously distributed but are allowed 
to diffuse in space. This paper addresses this question and presents an allir- 
mative answer for a large class of models. 
The paper is organized in the following way: We first present some ter- 
minology and facts from the theory of dynamical systems and use these to 
deduce an abstract result about invariant sets. This result can be used to 
show persistence in certain reaction-diffusion systems. As an application 
we consider a nonlinear three-dimensional system of the type studied in 
[4]. Finally, we present graphically the results of some numerical 
calculations. 
During a recent meeting at Oberwolfach, West Germany, we learned of a 
paper by G. Butler and P. Waltman (“Persistence in dynamical systems,” J.
Differential Equations, in press) where a result similar to our Theorem 2.2 
is established. Because of the method of proof employed there, the result of 
Butler and Waltman is not applicable to systems with diffusion. 
We wish to thank the Oberwolfach Forschungsinstitut for bringing the 
three of us together. 
2. SOME RESULTS ON SEMIFL~WS 
Let X be a metric space and D an open subset of [w + x X where 
R + := [0, co). If A: D + X is a mapping we shall use the dynamical systems 
convention xnt := n(t, x). A mapping 7~ is called a local semiji’ow on X if the 
following properties hold: 
(i) n is continuous. 
(ii) ForeveryxEXthereexistso,,O<o,<oo,suchthat(t,x)ED, 
if and only if O<t<o,. 
(iii) XRO=X, for all XEX. 
(iv) If (t,x)ED and (s, xzt) E D, then (t+s,x)ED and 
xa(t + s) = (xnt) 71s. 
Let J be a real interval and let cr: J-t X be a mapping. We call (r a solution 
(of rr) if for all t E J, s E [0, cc ) for which t + s E J, it follows that a(t) KS is 
defined and u(t) rrs = a(t + s). If J= R, then Q is called a full solution. 
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If Y c X we put 
A+(Y)= {xEXlxa[O, 0,)c Y}, 
A -( Y) = {x E Xl there exists a solution 6: R - + X with a(O) = x 
and, a(W-)c Y, where Iw- =(-co, 0]}, 
A(Y)=A+(Y)nA-(Y). 
We call Y positively invariant (with respect to n) if A ‘(Y) = Y, negatively 
invariant if A-(Y) = Y, and invariant if A(Y) = Y. We note that if 
w, = + cc for all x E Y, then Y is invariant if and only if for each x E Y, 
there exists a full solution CT with a(0) =x and a(R) c Y. 
We say that the local semiflow x does not explode in Y, if for every x E X, 
xx[O, w,) c Y, implies that o, = co, i.e., no solution whose range lied in Y 
may have a finite interval of existence. 
If c is a solution on iF! + (respectively R - ) then the o-limit set o(o) of o 
(respectively the a-limit set a(o) of a) is given by o(a) = { y E XI there 
exists a sequence {t,), t, + co, such that a( t,) + y } (respectively 
cr(a) = {YE X( there exists a sequence {t,}, t, -P --IS, such that 
a(t,) -y>). 
Remark 2.1. It is well-known (see, e.g., [3]) that if B(R+) (respectively 
o(R-)) is relatively compact in X, then o(c) (respectively a(a)) is a non- 
empty, compact, and connected invariant set. Furthermore, if x E X is such 
that xrr[O, CD,) is relatively compact, then o, = co. 
Next let K be a closed invariant set, then K is called an isolated invariant 
set if there exists a closed set N such that Kc int N and K= A(N). A closed 
set N is called an isolating neighbourhood if K= A(N) c int N. Hence, if N is 
an isolating neighbourhood and K= A(N) is closed, then K is an isolated 
invariant set with isolating neighbourhood N. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be an isolated inuariant set and let N be an isolating 
neighbourhood of K. Suppose that n does not explode in N. Let y E X be a 
point for which o, = 0~) and yn(aB ‘) is relatiuely compact. Let a(t) = ynt, 
t > 0, and suppose that 
40) n KZ 0, da.) n (-UK) + 0. 
Then 
o(a)nA+(N)naN#a 
o(a)nA-(N)nc?N#@. 
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Remark 2.3. A +(N)\K and A-(N)\K are called the stable and unstable 
manifold of K (relative to N). Theorem 2.2 thus says that O(C) contains 
points from both the stable and unstable manifolds of K, whenever it con- 
tains points from K and its complement. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let z0 E o(a) n K. Then there exists a sequence 
{t,}, t, --+ co such that ynt, = a(t,) +z,asn+co.SinceKcintNwehave 
that o( t,) E int N for large n. Since K is the largest invariant set in N and 
o(a) is invariant, and o(a) c~ K, it follows that w(a) q N. Let .zb E o(o)\N 
and choose a sequence {t:}, t; + co and a(tL) --f zb as n + co, then since N 
is closed we have that a(tL) 4 N for large n. 
By taking subsequences and relabelling them we may assume that for 
all n 
&I < t, < t;, + 1. 
Define 
s ,,=inf(tlt;,<t<t,,yff[t, t,JcN}, 
s 2n+l=~up{tltn~t~t~n+1,y~Ct,,nl~N}. 
We then have 
t;,<s2n<tn<s2n+,<t;n+1, 
~71Cs2m s2n+ 11~ NV y7w2, E aN, ylrs2, + , E aN. 
Since ya(R+ ) is relatively compact, we may, by passing to a subsequence, if 
need be, and relabelling, conclude that 
4%“) -+ Zl> 4S2n+l)-+Z2, 
where zr, z2 ~~(cr)ndN. We shall now show that zr E A+(N) and 
z2 E A-(N), thereby completing the proof. We note that since KC int N 
and since rr does not explode in N it follows that a,,= co and 
zOrr( R+ ) c KC int N. From this we conclude that sZn+ r - t, + co as 
n + co. For if not, we may, without loss in generality, assume that 
S2n+1- t,+hEiW+ as n+co and y~s2,+1=ynt,n(s2n+,-tt,)-,z,ah as 
n + co. Since y7rs2, + r + z1 we get that z,nh =zr EON, a contradiction to 
z,n(lR+) t K. Thus for every t E R+ there exists an integer n, such that 
J2n+t~S2tz+l, n>n,, 
and hence for every t E [0, a,,), 
zlxt = lim yn(s,, + t) E N, 
n-cc 
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i.e., zix[O, o,,) c N and z, E A +(N). (Note that since x does not explode in 
N, it actually follows that o,,= co and zi rr(lR+) c N.) Next observe that 
the sequence {yrr(s,, + i - 1 )In 2 no} is defined for some large n, and con- 
tains a subsequence converging to some a-, E X Define 0: [ - LO] -+ X by 
a( - 1 + t) = a-,~. Then (T is a solution of rc, a(0) = z2 and 
a( [ - LO]) c N. This argument may be continued to obtain a solution 
with o(O) = z2 and o(R-) c N, proving that z2 E A-(N). 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.2 represents a generalization of Lemmas Al 
and A2 of [4]. The discussion in [4] uses special isolating neighborhoods, 
the so-called isolating blocks. Our proof shows that the statement of the 
theorem is a simple observation about the behavior of a solution near an 
isolated invariant set, and the result is valid in situations where isolating 
blocks are not known to exist. 
Remark 2.5. In the applications of Theorem 2.2 (and those given in 
[4]) K is a one-point set K= {x0}, where x0 is a (usually hyperbolic) 
equilibrium point of rr, where the semiflow K is generated by some non- 
linear ordinary or partial differential equation. 
The remainder of the paper will consist of studying specific types of 
semiflows. The reader interested in more information on semiflows and 
invariant sets if referred to [2, lo]. 
3. REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS 
Let S2 c R” be a bounded domain with boundary, X?, of class C2py, 
O<y,<l. Let jRm+Rm be locally Lipschitz continuous and let 
D = diag(d, ,..., d,,,) be a constant m x m matrix with di > 0, 1 < i < m. We 
consider the reaction-diffusion system 
$ = Ddu +f(u), XEf2, t>o, 
au 
z = 0, xEaf2, t20, 
(4) 
(5) 
here &@v is the normal derivative of u on X!. 
Using the development in [9] we may rewrite (4), (5) in abstract form. 
Let p > n and define for i = l,..., m 
Qi = u E w2qq:g 
1 I I 
=o . 
a62 
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The Laplace operator is defined in a distributional sense on gi. Let 
Ai: gi+ Lp(Q) be defined as Ai= -dJ. Let X= (L”(Q))“‘= Lp(O, R”) 
and 1~ i < m, A = I-I?! 1 Ai: I-I?! I gj + X. Then A is a sectorial operator 
and it defines a family of fractional power spaces X’, a 3 0. If 4 < a < 1, then 
x* c C‘(Q, IW’) with continuous inclusion, where 0 c p < 1. Hence the 
Nemitskii operator F: x” -+ X, 
J-(u)(x) =fMx)), UEP,XEQ 
is defined, and F is a locally Lipschitz continuous operator. Now consider 
the evolution equation 
which is the abstract form of (4), (5). For 0 <o < cc a mapping 
u: [0, w) + X is a solution of (6) on (0, o) if u is continuous on [0, o) and 
for 0 < t <cc, u(t) E D(A), (d/dt) u exists, the map t + F(u(t)) is locally 
Holder continuous, for some p > 0, j$ IF(u(t)))dt < co, and 
du(t) T+ Au(t) = W(t)), o<t<w. 
It also follows from the results of [9] that if u,, E X”, then there exists a 
unique maximally defined solution u = u( 3 ; a,), u: [0, wW) + X of (6) with 
u(0) = 240. 
Defining 
u,nt := u(t; u,), t E co, wd(J, 
we obtain a local semiSow on x”. Since x” c Cp(Q, !Rm), we may define 
4W) = 4t, x), tE[O,w,),XEa 
It follows that for t E (0, w,), XEB, u is a classical solution of (4), (5), i.e., 
that u is of class C2 in x, x E s2, and of class C’ in t on (0, wW), au/& exists 
for x E 8B, and (4), (5) hold pointwise (see also [ 1 I). 
The local semiflow a defined on x” by solutions of (6) is injective in u, 
i.e., if u,nt and u,nt are defined and equal, then ui = u,; this property, not 
always satisfied for semiflows, is the so-called backward uniqueness 
property (see Theorem 4.1 in [6, p. 2161). It follows further from results in 
[9] that if N c P is bounded in C”(a) then 71 does not explode in N, and 
moreover if u. EXDL and u,rr[O, w) is bounded in x” for some 
w,o<w<w,, then u,n[O, w) is relatively compact in A?. 
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Given the system (4), (5), we have the associated kinetic system 
(7) 
a system of ordinary differential equations whose solutions are the spatially 
homogeneous olutions of (4), (5). 
Let 3, > 0 be the first eigenvalue of -A on B with Neumann BC, 
d=min{d,, i= l,..., m), and 0 = 1. d. If (4), (5) admits an invariant rec- 
tangle in the sense of [ 111 and rr is large enough, then (4) (5) is 
asymptotically equivalent to (7) [ll]. The same conclusion is (locally) true 
if m < 3, rr is large, and (7) admits a compact attractor [ 121. In these cases, 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (4), (5) is described by the 
asymptotics of (7). In particular, persistence (a precise definition is to 
follow) of (4), (5) is equivalent to persistence of (7). Since in this paper we 
do not assume any of the above hypotheses (in particular, (r is arbitrary), 
we have to analyze (4), (5) directly. 
We shall make the following assumptions concerning the nonlinear terms 
fi(“)=uiBi(u), UERrn, 63) 
where Bi: R” + R is locally Lipschitz continuous for 1~ i G m. The 
functions Bi, in turn, are to satisfy the following condition (so-called food 
pyramid condition) on I%: = {U E R”: ui > 0, 1~ i < m}. 
For each i, 1 < i 6 m, and each bounded set G c R’- ’ there exists a con- 
stant bj = hi(G) such that 
hi(u) i bi, for UE (Ry n G) x Rm-‘+‘. (9) 
(The case i= 1 is to be interpreted so that (9) is valid for all UE IRY, i.e., 6, 
is a uniform constant.) 
Let now UE Co@, IX) be given, we write ~20 if U(X) 20, XE~; U> 0, if 
U(X) > 0, and U(X) # 0, for every x E a. If u E P(fl, Rm) we write u > 0 if 
~~20, 1 <i<m, and u>O ifui>O, 1 <i<m. 
The following invariance principle has been established in [ 1 J. If 
u0 E x” c f?(fi, lRm) is such that u0 > 0, then u,nt 20 for t E [0, o,), 
provided (8) and (9) hold. Furthermore if u is a solution on some interval 
J with u(t) >O, IE J, and if uj(to) >O ( $0) for some to, then ui(t) >O, all 
teJ, if t,EintJ, and all t>&,. t E J, if t, E i?J, as follows from the 
maximum principle. Finally, (8) and (9) imply that if u,, E x” and u0 2 0 
then u(t) = u,xt is globally defined, i.e., it has [O, co) as its interval of 
existence [ 11. 
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Motivated by the results of [4] we shall call a solution u(t) of (6) with 
u(0) = u0 2 0 ( s 0) persistent if o, = cc and 
inf lim inf u,(t, x) >O, 1 <i<m, 
xea 1’00 
and we call Eq. (6) persistent if every solution U, which is defined on [0, co) 
and such that ~~(0) 3 0 ( 3 0) for all i, is persistent. 
4. VOLTERRA-LOTKA SYSTEMS WITH DIFFUSION 
In this section we shall consider special cases of the system studied in the 
previous section, namely, we shall consider 
%=diAui+ui ai+ f Ctguj 3 XE52, t>o, 
j=l 
aui 
(10) 
x= 0, XEaa, t20,l <i<m, 
here di, ui, aii, 1 < i, j < m, are constants and Bi(u) is given by 
b,(u)=a,+ fJ aguj, uERm, 1 <i<m. 
j=l 
As before (10) in its abstract form generates a local semillow n on Xa. 
We note that if we set m - q of the uj’s equal to zero we obtain a system 
of dimension q, which after rearrangement and relabelling has precisely the 
same form as (10) and hence generates a local semiflow r? on a 
corresponding Banach space p. 
The following result is essentially well-known (see, e.g., [7,8]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose 5 E Int lRm, is an equilibrium of the kinetic 
system 
dui 
dt= 
ui a,+ f aiiuj 
> 
, 1 <i<m. 
j=l 
(11) 
Assume there exists a diagonal matrix C = diag(c, ,..., c,,,), ci > 0, 1 < i < m, 
such that CA + ATC is negative semidefinite, where A = (a,). For u E int Fly, 
define 
V(u) = f ci(ui- lji In ui). 
i=l 
(12) 
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Then V is a Liapunov function for (11) on its domain of definition and ifu(t) 
is a solution of (1 1 ), then 
(13) 
Moreover, lffor u E x” we define 
then p is, on its domain of definition, a Liapunov function for (10) and tf 
u,, E x”, u,, > 0, t > 0, then for u(t) = u,xt we have 
In particular, iffor uo>O, uont is bounded on [O, co) then w(u) consists of 
spatially homogeneous points u > 0 such that 
(U-~)T(CA+A=C)(U-~)=O. (15) 
Proof The proof of (13) and (14) follows by a straightforward com- 
putation (see [7, 81). Let u,> 0 with u,nt bounded on IX+. Then 
u(t)=uont>O for t>O and the mapping t + V(u( t)) is nonincreasing for 
t > 0. Hence there exists E > 0 such that 
Iluiwllecn, 2 6 l<i<m, tal. 
(In the contrary case one arrives at a contradiction using the definition 
of F.) 
Hence for each v. E w(u) we obtain that v. > 0 and there exists a solution 
v(t) = vOxt of (10) with v(t)cu(u), te R. Hence 
which implies because of (14) that v. is spatially homogeneous and (15) 
holds. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume the conditions of Proposition 4.1 and assume 
that tf u(t) is a full bounded positive solution of the kinetic equation (11) 
satisfying 
(u(t) - {)=(CA + ATC)(u(t) - l) = 0, 
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then u(t) = Y& Then if u(t) is any full bounded solution of (10) with uj(t) 2 0 
(#O), tER,j=l)...) m, and u(0) 15, then a(u) contains a point u0 lying in a 
face E of WY of dimension m - 1. 
Proof We already know that u(t) > 0 for all t E R. If the corollary were 
false, then the invariance of a(u) implies that u,, > 0 and u,, is spatially 
homogeneous and satisfies 
hence u,, = 5, and a(u) = { [}. Similarly O(U) = {g}. Therefore 
Qtr, 2 mo) 2 m ZER, 
and consequently u(t) - 5, a contradiction. 
We next establish a result on two-dimensional systems, which will be of 
use later. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Consider the system 
au, au2 o -z-z ) 
av av xEa52, t>o, 
where all constants are assumed to be positive. Let i7 be the local semiflow 
generated on p by (16) and let u(0) = u0 E p, u0 2 0 ( # 0), and ~~(0) # 0 
for i=l,2 be giuen. Let u(t)=(u,(t),u,(t))=u,iit for t>O. Then u(t) is 
defined and bounded on [0, ~0). Furthermore, if 
el = ad2 - a2yl y e2=Pla2-B2al, 
then the following properties hold 
(i) Zf e, <O and e2 >O, then ul(t) +O us t + co (in C?(Q, W)). 
Moreover if u is defined on Iw and bounded then u2 + 0 as t + - co. 
(ii) Zf e, > 0 and e2 < 0, then u2 + 0 as t + co (in C?(D)). Moreover, 
zf u is defined and bounded on R, then u1 (t) + 0 us t + co. 
(iii) Zfe,>0ande2>0,thenu,(t)+~,,u2(t)+~,,ust-roo,where 
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Proof: For t > 0 we have that 
from which we conclude that ui is bounded in C’(sZ, R). One similarly con- 
cludes that u2 is bounded. The C”(a, R) bounds on u, and u2 then imply 
that u(t) is bounded in p. Assume now we have case (i). 
Define for UE~, u1 30, u2 > 0, r(u) =jn V(u(x)) dx, where V(u) for 
UE lR2, u1 30, u2 >O is defined as 
V(u) = clul + c2(u2 - t2 In u2) 82 with c, =- 
ElM2 
A computation similar to the one in Proposition 4.1 shows that p is a 
Liapunov function for solutions remaining in p with u1 20, u2 > 0, i.e., 
(d/dt) v(u) < 0 for all u. Furthermore, (d/dt) v(u) = 0 if and only if u1 = 0, 
u2 E t2. Using this fact and arguments as in Corollary 4.2 we can easily 
complete the proof of the proposition in case (i). 
Case (ii) follows from case (i) by interchanging u1 and u2. 
In case (iii) it follows that e3 = /I1 y2 - B2y1 > 0. Hence <I > 0 and r2 > 0. 
Moreover r is the positive equilibrium of the kinetic equation. Choosing 
cl, c2 > 0 such that 
will make CA + ATC negative definite, where 
Hence Proposition 4.1 implies the desired result. 
We next consider a special three-dimensional case of (10) which without 
diffusion (di = 0) was considered in [4]. 
~=d,du,+u,(or,-fl,u,-y,u,-S,v), 
~=d9dU+D(-S+EIU1+B~~2), 
(17) 
XE52, t20, 
au1 au, au=, -=-=- , av av aV 
505/65/l-9 
xEaf2, t20. 
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Equation (17) models a situation of one predator v feeding on two prey 
Ul, u2. The three populations are in our case allowed to spread over the 
habitat 0; all coefficients in (17) are assumed to be positive constants. 
We first prove: 
LEMMA 4.4. All solutions of (17) with nonnegative initial data are defined 
and bounded (in JP) on [0, CCJ ).
Proof. It will suflice to show that all nonnegative solutions are bounded 
on their maximal interval of definition [0, CD), since then such solutions are 
relatively compact and, in particular, defined on [0, cc). 
From (17) it follows that 
~$didu,+ui(ai-~iui), i= 1,2, t>O. 
Using the comparison result in [ll, pp. 94-953, we obtain that u,(t) is 
bounded in C(D, R), t E [0, w), i = 1,2. 
We shall next prove that v(t), t E [0, CD), is bounded in the norm of 
L,(D). Then Theorem 3.1 of [l] implies that v(t) is bounded in L,(Q), 
t E [0, w). Hence by the smoothing action of parabolic equations it will 
follow that (u,, u2, u) is bounded (in Xa) on [0, w). 
Let ci = aidi, i = 1, 2. Then, for t > 0, we get 
; 1 (v(t)(x) + clul(t)(x)+c,u,(t)(x)) dx i-2 
= Jv(-s+ J &1~1+&2~2)+C1~,(~1-B1~1-Y1U2-~1v) 
+c2u2(~2-~2ul-Y2u2-~2v)+~(~,u~ +c,u,) 
where MC cc depends only upon the bounds on u1 and u2. This estimate 
implies that (v + clul + c2u2)(t), and hence v(t) is bounded in L,(a) and 
hence L, (a), completing the proof. 
Note that the food pyramid condition (9) is satisfied by (17). 
We next obtain the following persistence result. 
THEOREM 4.5. Consider the system (17) and put 
el =~1~2-~2~Iy e2=B1a2-P2a1, e3=B1Y2-02Y1, 
e4=4al-B1s, e5 = E2a2 - y2s. 
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Assume that 
(i) e4 > 0, e5 > 0, 
(ii) a,82&2-y,82s-a281ep+y28,s>0, 
(iii) a,6,&1-P281s-a16,E,+8,6,s>0, 
and that one of the following cases holds: 
(iv) e, ~0 and e,>O or 
(v) e,>O ande,<O or 
(vi) e,>O ande,>O and -se,(el/e3)+EZ(ezJe3)>0. 
Then the system (17) is persistent. 
Proof: Let K denote the local semiflow on X” generated by (17). We 
shall prove that (17) is persistent under (i)(iv), leaving the remaining 
cases (v) and (vi) to the reader. 
For brevity’s sake we shall say that a point u E x” lies in a subset S c R” 
if U(X) E S for all x E a. 
Suppose that (17) is not persistent. Then there is a ii0 EX’ and a j, 
1 <j< 3, with all components nonnegative and nonzero, such that 
~~limfffij(t)(x)=O, where ii(t) = ii,nt. 
There are sequences t, + co, x, E 0 with iij(t,)(x,) --) 0 as n + 00. We may 
assume that u(t,) + Go E o(C,) and x, + x0 E B as n + co. Then G$’ (x0) = 0, 
which by the invariance of w(6) means that G;(x) ~0, i.e., Go lies in a 
lower-dimensional face of I%:. 
We shall now consider several cases, each time arriving at a contradic- 
tion to the fact that Go lies in a lower-dimensional face. 
Write r := o(C). 
Case 1. 0 $ r. Let us first prove that K = (0) is an isolated invariant set 
in X” + := {u~X”lu> 01. If not, then arbitrarily close to zero, there is a full 
bounded solution t+u(t)aO, u(t)#O, u(t):=(u,(t), z+(t), v(t))‘. ucanbe 
chosen in such a way that for some E > 0 and all t E R, XE D we have 
B,(u(t)(x)) := (aI -B,u,(t)(x)-y,u,(t)(x)-6,u(t)(x))~~/2. Fix to ER 
and let p = minxE rs u,(to(x)>O. Let w(t), t > to, be the solution of the 
equation w’ = (s/2) w, w(t,) = ,u. Writing w(t)(x) := w(t) we obtain 
a 
at w-dlAw-EW=O 2 
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Then the comparison result in [ 11, p. 941 implies that 
Ul (t)(x) 2 w(t) for all x E D, t 2 t, 
and so u1 (t)(x) + cc as t + co, 
a contradiction. This implies that u1 = 0. Similarly one obtains a2 = 0. 
However, with u1 = 0 = u2 the v-equations reads 
and there are no nonzero full bounded solutions of this equation. 
Therefore, indeed, K= (0) is an isolated invariant set in X; . Let Nc X; 
be a bounded isolating neighborhood of K Suppose 0 E f, contrary to the 
assertion of case 1: then (0) # r, for if not then u(t) + 0 as t + co. By the 
above argument a1 (t) = z+(t) = 0, for t large, a contradiction to the 
assumptions made on ii,. 
Now we are in a position to apply Theorem 2.2. In fact, Tn K # @ but 
rti K, which implies that there is a w0 E A + (N) n r n 8N. Let t --) w(t) be a 
full solution through w,, lying in K Then w(t) + 0 as t + co, and, again, the 
u1 and u2 components of w must be zero. Hence w is on the u-axis, but this 
obviously implies that w = 0. This is a contradiction since w,, E&V. 
Therefore, we have 0 4 r, establishing case 1. 
Now let t -+ i?(t) be the full solution through do lying in r. By our 
assumption that (17) is not persistent, G’(t) lies completely in a lower- 
dimensional face of rW: . By our case 1 E(t) # 0. The next three cases show 
that G(t) cannot lie in a one-dimensional face. 
Case 2. GJ lies on the u-axis. Then by (18), 6 E 0, a contradiction. 
Case 3. fi lies on the u1 -axis. The subsystem equation reads 
$&4u,+u,(a,-B,u,). (19) 
Taking A = (-pi), C= (l), 5 = rl = a,/fl, we see that all hypotheses of 
Corollary 4.2 hold. Hence either KG = (~1Jfi,, 0, 0), i.e., 3 is an equilibrium, 
or else the a-limit set is 0. However, in the later case 0 E r, a contradiction 
to case 1. Therefore @ = (ccl/jI1, 0,O) = cl. Since -s+~l(~,/Bl)= 
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(l//I)(ei~~i - j?is) = (l//3) e4 > 0, we see that this equilibrium “repels” in the 
positive u-direction, i.e., using the arguments from case 1 we easily see that 
no solution with positive u-component can get arbitrarily close to cl in X; . 
Let us prove that K= {cl} is an isolated invariant set. In fact, let t + u(t) 
be a full solution remaining sufficiently close to zero for all times. Then the 
u-component of u is 0 and u = (ul, u2, O)? By Proposition 4.3, case (i) 
which holds by our assumption (iv), we see that also u2 = 0, since otherwise 
u(t) goes to the u,-axis for t -+ co, which is away from il. Now by what 
was said following (19) 5, is isolated on the u, -axis, and the claim follows. 
Now Tn K# 0 but clearly T# K since K repels in positive u-direction. 
Now Theorem 2.2 implies that for a bounded isolating neighbourhood of 
Nc X; we have A + (N) n Tn 8N # 0, and so we obtain a full solution 
t + u(t) E r, u(0) E A +(N) n aN. As before, only the u1 -component of u is 
nonzero. By the analysis of (19) this means that ul(t) +O as t + -co. 
Therefore, 0 E r, a contradiction. 
Case 4. G lies on the u,-axis. Again we get a unique spatially 
homogeneous equilibrium c2 = (0, aJyZ, 0) repelling in the positive v-direc- 
tion. All other full bounded solutions on the positive a,-axis tend to 0 as 
t + -co. This easily implies, using Proposition 4.3 again, that K= (c2} is 
an isolated invariant set. We can apply Theorem 2.2 to get a full solution 
t + u(t) E r with u(0) E A + (N) n aN for some isolating neighborhood N of 
K. u must lie in the u,--u,-plane. If ul>O, then u,(t)+0 as t+ -03, 
therefore r contains points lying on the u,-axis, a contradiction to our 
previous case. Therefore u1 = 0, u lies on the u,-axis, and as u # c2, u(t) + 0 
for t + - co. Again 0 E r, a contradiction. 
Case 5. k lies in the interior of the u1 -u-plane. The subsystem 
equation reads 
Set 
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Then (&jl, <J is a unique spatially homogeneous equilibrium of (20). 
Letting cr = 1, c2 = 8&r, C = diag(c,, c2) we obtain 
which is negative semidefinite. Now if z(t) = (ul (t), u(t)) is a full bounded 
positive solution of the kinetic system corresponding to (20) such that 
(z(t)--)T(CA +ATC)(z(t)- l) =o, 
then -2/3,(u,(t)-5,)2=0, hence u,(t)=tl, and from the differential 
equation, du/dt = 0, so u(t) = t2. Moreover, 
‘L( 
El& 
a,&,6,-P,ss,-82E~t1~+b2~~S)>O by (iii). 
(21) 
Therefore, all assumptions of Corollary 4.3 hold. This means that the a- 
limit set of any full bounded solution in the u, -u-plane must be com- 
pletely on a lower-dimensional face, i.e., on an axis, unless the solution is 
the equilibrium (<r, 12). Moreover (21) implies that (<r, r2) repels in the 
positive u,-direction. Using this information and arguments from our 
previous cases we again arrive at a contradiction. 
Case 6. I? lies in the interior of the u2 - u-plane. 
This case is treated in exactly the same manner as case 5. Since all 
possible cases lead to a contradiction, we conclude that (17) is persistent. 
The proof is complete. 
5. DISCUSSION 
The persistence relations (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.5 and the last 
inequality of (vi) of that theorem are the same as in the nondiffusive case 
treated in [4]. However, our assumptions are somewhat more restrictive, 
since in [4] the case e, < 0, e2 < 0 is treated as well. On the other hand our 
cases (iv) and (v) are the most interesting of all, since in such a situation 
the absence of the predator leads to the extinction of one of the prey (see 
Proposition 4.3). However, with a predator, both prey populations will sur- 
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vive. In particular, the numerical example of [4] is valid in our situation 
and illustrates case (iv) of Theorem 4.5: 
a1 =4, a, = /I1 = y, = 3, &z = flz = y2 = 2, 
6,=8*=s= 1, El = 0.8. 
In this case, in the absence of the predator, u1 (t) + 0 as t + 00. As 
explained in [4], v acts as a keystone predator and its adverse effect is 
greater on u2 than on ul. We remark that this example is in some sense not 
too interesting, since we may obtain persistence directly from 
Proposition 4.1. In fact, there exists a spatially homogeneous olution of 
(17) given by 
L=& b=$, t3= 1. 
Moreover since j?,y2 - fizy, = 0, there exists a positive matrix 
C = diag(c,, c2, cj), Ci > 0, 1 < i< 3, such that CA + ATC is negative 
semidefinite. Hence by Proposition 4.3, (17) is persistent. However, if we 
perturb the system by making /I1 slightly smaller, then all inequalities of 
Theorem 4.5, case (iv), remain valid. Since f11y2 - /?*y, < 0 there is no 
diagonal matrix C = diag(c, , c2, c~), ci > 0, i < i < 3, making CA + A ‘C 
negative definite, since any choice of C makes the second minor of 
CA + ATC negative. Hence Proposition 4.3 will yield no information in this 
case. We finally remark that in case (vi) persistence may again be obtained 
directly from Proposition 4.3. In fact, in this case, there exists a positive 
spatially homogeneous equilibrium of ( 17) and /I1 y2 - /? I y2 > 0 enables us 
to construct a matrix C= diag(c,, c2, cj), ci > 0, 1 <i< 3, such that 
CA + ATC is negative semidefinite. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we present some numerical examples of the theorems 
proved earlier. Because the most interesting case is system (17) all of the 
examples are of that system. All of the examples involve diffusion in only a 
single spatial dimension. 
The system was solved using the method of lines as implemented in the 
NAG Subroutine Library. Specifically, the routine D03PBF was used 
which employs the Gear integration method to solve the large system of 
ordinary differential equations. 
In each case, diffusion coefficients of the same order as the reaction term 
constants were used. Several different sets of diffusion coefficients were used 
for each set of reaction constants and initial conditions to verify that the 
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FIG. 1. Prey species 1. 
asymptotic behavior was the same for all sets of diffusion coefficients. Also, 
several different spatial mesh sizes were used to verify the consistency and 
spatial accuracy of the solutions computed. 
A typical example is shown in Figs. 1,2, and 3. Here the diffusion coef- 
ficients are d, = 0.5, d2 = 0.7, and d, = 1.0. The reaction term constants are 
Lx1 = 5, P, = 1, 71=4, 6, =2, 
a2 = 3.4, 82 = 1, Y2 = 3, s,= 1, 
s= 1, El = 5, E2= 1 
FIG. 2. Prey species 2. 
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do.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 X 
FIG. 3. Predator species. 
and the initial conditions are 
{ 
f - 4(x - a,*, 
u1(O,x)= 0 
o,<x& 
7 $<X<l, 
u3 (0, x) = f - 2(x - &)‘, O<x<$. 
135 
FIG. 4. Parameter set 1. 
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The graphs of ui (t, x) at t = 0, 0.2, and 1 are plotted in Fig. 1, and likewise 
for u,(t, X) and v(t, X) in Figs. 2, and 3. It is apparent that solutions 
quickly become spatially homogeneous, and for all computed cases the 
solutions were essentially spatially homogeneous for t = 2. 
Because solutions quickly become spatially homogeneous, in order to 
illustrate the asymptotic behavior it suffices to plot the solutions at a single 
mesh point. The midpoint x = 0.5 was chosen for convenience. In Fig. 4 we 
see the solutions at x = 0.5 plotted versus time. The diffusion coefficients 
are the same as for the previous ligures and we use parameter set 1 for the 
reaction terms, namely, 
cQ=4, Bl'3, y1=3, 6, = 1, 
a,=3, Pz=Z Y*=Z 6, = 1, 
s= 1, .ct = 0.8, E2 = 2. 
This is the parameter set mentioned in Section 5 and also used in [4]. 
After an initial transient we see the solutions settle exponentially into a per- 
sistent equilibrium state as predicted by case (iv) of Theorem 4.5. The 
initial conditions used are the same as mentioned above. 
In Fig. 5 we have done the same thing, using the same diffusion coef- 
ficients and initial conditions and parameter set 2 where 
a1=4, fit = 2.9, y,=3, 6, = 1, 
a2=3, A=% Y*=Z 8*=1, 
s= 1, ~,=0.8, El =2. 
9, 
011 
CD 
4 
Q 
00 6 16 20 
FIG. 5. Parameter set 2. 
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Species 3 
6 1 1 1 I I 1 I 
00 6 10 15 $ 
25 30 35 40 
FIG. 6. Parameter set 3. 
This parameter set satisfies conditions (i)--(iv) of Theorem 4.5 and so the 
theorem predicts persistence as illustrated here. However, as mentioned in 
the discussion, /I, in parameter set 2 is slightly smaller than in parameter 
set 1, so all the inequalities (ib(iv) are preserved but there is no simple 
Liapunov function possible. Thus Figure 5 provides an illustration of a 
nontrivial case of Theorem 4.5. 
In Fig. 6, we have again used the same initial conditions and diffusion 
coefficient ogether with parameter set 3: 
a1 =5, B1= 4 y,=4, 6,=2, 
a2 = 3.4, 82= 1, Y2 = 3, 6, = 1, 
s= 1, &I = 3, &2= 1. 
This parameter set satisfies conditions (it(iii) of Theorem 4.5 together with 
condition (v). Again the computations illustrate the conclusion of per- 
sistence. 
Similar computations with different sets of diffusion coefficients and dif- 
ferent initial conditions produce the same qualitative results and are not 
presented here. 
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